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Flint Belk, CIH, CSP

Flint is currently the Manager of Industrial Hygiene at Workers Compensations Fund.
• B.S. Degree in Public Health/Industrial Hygiene from Utah State University
• Certified Industrial Hygienist (CIH)
• Certified Safety Professional (CSP)
• Associate in Risk Management (ARM)
• 25 years of experience in occupational safety and health
• Providing Safety & Health service with WCF since 1998
• Safety expertise in chemical safety, air sampling, noise monitoring, ergonomics

Brent Johnson

Brent Johnson is nationally recognized in the walkway traction testing industry and the author of many articles on the
application of national standards for slip, and fall prevention.
Mr. Johnson specializes in testing to national standards helping industries to prevent walkway injuries. He also assists by
utilizing walkway test standards in slip and fall cases for both defense and plaintiff attorneys.
As the first NFSI Walkway Auditing Safety Specialist and the first to be awarded the ANSI Walkway Auditor Certificate
(WACH), he has helped pioneer the walkway auditing industry and is now an instructor for the National Floor Safety
Institute.
Mr. Johnson is an educator and consultant to the manufacturing, restaurant, retail, insurance, and safety industries to
further their efforts in the prevention of slip and fall injuries.

Rob McNealy

Rob has more than a decade of experience in the flooring industry, as a contractor, certified inspector, walkway auditor, and
expert witness. He is the founder of the Safer Walkways Association.
In 2005, Rob founded a custom flooring company, where he gained experience in materials, installation and inspections.
Further training enabled Rob to certify as a floor inspector for commercial and residential buildings as well as a certified
walkway auditor through the National Floor Safety Institute.
He is an expert witness and has given his professional views in many court cases involving slip and falls. Rob is certified
and licensed in more than a dozen specialties.
In addition, Rob has been active in educating and connecting professionals in the flooring and walkway industry via a
number of online platforms, from articles and podcasts.
Rob received his Bachelor of Science in Geography/Land Use Planning/Environmental Analysis from Central Michigan
University, and a Master of Business Administration from Colorado State University. He currently lives in Salt Lake City,
Utah with his wife, Kristie, and their four children.

Jeffery L. Campbell, Ph. D., IFMA Fellow

Dr. Campbell is past chair of the Facility and Property Management program at Brigham Young University. He is the
author of over 45 articles and 17 books including the Facility and Property Management Guidebook.
His work experience includes working in the family construction business for 20 years, being a licensed general contractor
and real estate broker, Director of Construction for Flying J, Inc. and a Healthcare Administrator for FHP.
He has twice been named the IFMA Educator of the Year, and has twice won the IFMA Distinguished Author of
Instructional Materials. In 2005 he was named an IFMA Fellow. He has served the National Academy of Sciences committee
on Business Strategies for Public Capital Investment. His hobbies are history (civil war reenacting), mobile technologies and
football. Jeff and his wife Kathy are the parents of three children.

Ron Maes

Mr. Ron Maes is a U.S. Army Veteran and has enjoyed a 26 year career at Sandia National Laboratories. His principal
background is in electro-mechanical technology and business. He has worked in various departments at the labs which
include; Custodial Services, Satellite Integration, Human Resources, Satellite System Engineering, and Weapons System
Engineering.
Ron has been married to the love of his life Carmela for 36-years. They have two children and five grandchildren. In his
spare time he enjoys riding horseback, his 95-pound German shepherd (Slick), and spoiling Carmela and the grand kids.
Ron is currently a Technical Team Leader in Weapons System Engineering, and plans to retire from Sandia National
Laboratories in February of 2016.
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Claudia Lezell

Ms. Claudia Lezell has been involved in the floor covering industry since 1983. For the past 12 years, she has owned and
operated a retail interior design and floor covering establishment. During this period, she was exposed to a wide scope of practical
aspects and applications of interior design and flooring installation.
In 1995, Ms. Lezell began Inspections Too, Inc., a full-time floor covering inspection and consulting service. Ms. Lezell holds
various certifications that have provided her with an enormous landscape of technical background. Ms. Lezell is constantly seeking
educational opportunities and certifications to enable her to keep up with the ever-changing industry.
Ms. Lezell has led the IICRC Hard Surface Certification Floor Covering Inspector Program since 1996; served as the
IICRC Hard Surface Division chair. She plans and conducts technical seminars designed to educate professionals in the
flooring industry. Ms. Lezell oversaw the ANSI standard development for the IICRC, relating to the hard surface industry. In
addition, she also sits on various ANSI and ASTM committees.
Ms. Lezell holds a BA. Degree in education. She has written appropriate objectives, goals and curriculum to examinations
and educational materials meeting a variety of educational needs. Ms. Lezell was a founding member of the Flooring Technology
Institute School of learning. An organization that teaches technical information to related industries.

Tom Duchesne

During his 30 plus year career in the United States Postal Service Thomas Duchesne has held multiple senior positions in
Maintenance Operations, Distribution Operations, In Plant Support, Plant Management and
Headquarters Maintenance Management. Currently as Manager of Maintenance Operations (HQ). Tom and his group establish
maintenance policy directing over 39,000 maintenance professionals including 16,000 inhouse
custodians throughout the Postal Services’ 30,000 plus facilities.
In 2010 Tom began a major multi-year modernization project to completely rewrite custodial operation policy defined within the
USPS MS-47. Since the 1960s USPS custodial operations were based on the MS-47. Several attempts to modernize the custodial
operations failed with only minor changes made to the MS-47.
In 2012 Tom initiated the process to determine the correlation between existing MS-47 policy and the actual activities being
performed by USPS custodians. In 2013 the new process and standards were extensively evaluated in an Alpha Test conducted at
the Salt Lake City distribution center. A team of USPS transition managers were trained during this successful test.
As of February 15, 2015, 20 facilities, with 9 million square feet of space have been transitioned to the new process.
Tom is a Certified Plant Maintenance Manager (CPMM) by the Association of Facility Engineers (AFE) and a Certified
Maintenance and Reliability Specialist (CMRP) by the Society of Maintenance and Reliability.
Tom has represented the Postal Service on both the Federal Facilities Council and the National Institute of Building Sciences.
Tom holds both a Lean Six Sigma Green Belt and Black Belt.
Tom values family activities, working with wood and membership at a local shooting club. He enjoys spending time with his
grandchildren. He and his wife of 26 years, Rosy, have four children. They have settled in Cranberry Township, PA.

Dominic Bratta

Dominic L. Bratta is the Manager Maintenance Planning & Support for the US Postal Service. During his 37 year career, he has
acquired a diverse background having held positions including Manager Maintenance Engineering, Maintenance Manager, and
Senior Plant Manager. Since 2006 he has been responsible for Integrated Logistics Support for national capital acquisitions. Dominic
has successfully negotiated several challenging agreements with the American Postal Workers Union including the most recent
custodial policy changes. Currently Dominic is responsible for national implementation of the Custodial Team Cleaning Program.
Dominic earned his Bachelor of Science at State University of New York and achieved his EMBA and Graduate Management
Certificate from Hofstra University. Dominic is an experienced trainer and lecturer having addressed small and large audiences
both internal and external to the US Postal Service. Dominic holds both a Lean Six Sigma Green Belt and Black Belt.
During the implementation phase of the USPS Custodial Project, Dominic led the team of subject matter experts in the Alpha
and Beta test of the new process for Housekeeping facilities. Upon completion of the beta test the team developed a new MS-47
document incorporating the necessary changes and modernizing the manual to meet current standards. Using the provisions in
the union agreement, Dominic negotiated the memorandum of understanding with the American Postal Workers Union (APWU)
that incorporated the new MS-47 manual.
Currently Dominic is leading the effort to transition facilities from traditional zone cleaning to team cleaning with goals to have
100 USPS facilities transitioned during 2015. These facilities are the largest ones in the USPS portfolio.
Dominic values family activities, the outdoors, marksmanship, and competitive shooting sports. He enjoys hiking, and camping,
and the beautiful countryside with his wife of 37 years, Mary Ann, and his daughter Nicole. He has participated in the annual World
Championship competitive shooting event for the past 25 years.

Edward J. Williams, Jr., CMRP, MBA, PMP

Edward is currently the Manager of the Site Resources Division at Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, New York. In this
role he is accountable for a significant part of the Laboratory operation including Custodial Services, Grounds Maintenance, Craft
Labor, Machine Shop, Maintenance Planners, Maximo applications, and Service- Contract administration.
Edward has over 40 years of experience in maintenance and facility management in a National Laboratory environment at
Brookhaven and other Laboratories. He holds a BBA and MBA from the College of Santa Fe and is a Certified Maintenance and
Reliability Professional and Project Management Professional.
Brookhaven National Laboratory is supported by the Office of Science of the U.S. Department of Energy. The Office of Science is
the single largest supporter of basic research in the physical sciences in the United States, and is working to address some of the
most pressing challenges of our time.
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Guido Piccarolo

Guido Piccarolo is the CEO and Co-Founder of Los Angeles Habilitation House, a nonprofit social enterprise. The mission
of LAHH is to create and maintain job opportunities for individuals with mental and physical disabilities. Guido earned his
Bachelor’s degree in Finance & Accounting from the University of the Sacred Heart in Milan, Italy. In 1999, he accepted the
position of Senior Accountant with E-Toys, in Santa Monica, California. In 2002, Guido began working for the Walt Disney
Company. During these years he earned his MBA in Finance and International Business from the University of La Verne,
California. Guido’s career includes leadership roles at THQ, where he was recruited as Finance Manager to handle strategic
solution analysis, further business goals, and focus on cost accounting improvements. Guido resides in Los Angeles, California.

Nancy Albin

Nancy Albin is the Vice President and Co-Founder of Los Angeles Habilitation House, Inc. Nancy along with Guido created the
company and together built it so that today, LAHH employs 29 people, 23 of which are individuals with disabilities. LAHH has two
lines of business, one of which is custodial services utilizing the (OS1) cleaning operating system. Nancy and Guido have committed
to this cleaning process and to training employees with disabilities. Nancy’s previous experience was in finance and accounting for
KPMG and The Walt Disney Company. Nancy supports The American Red Cross and Little Sisters of the Poor.

Elizabeth Saavedra

Elizabeth started working for The University of Texas at Austin as a Building Services Supervisor in Custodial Services in 2011.
In May 2012, she was promoted to Workload Coordinator and in 2013 she became the training manager. Prior to UT, Elizabeth
worked at the University of Waterloo in Canada for over 19 years.

Andrew Espeseth

Andrew, a graduate of the University of Texas at Austin, started working for the university as a Building Services Supervisor in
Custodial Services in 2011. In 2013, he was promoted to Workload Coordinator. Prior to UT, Andrew accumulated over 15 years of
training, customer service, and management experience in industries including hospitality, government, and telecommunications.

Sean Fox-Elster

Sean Fox-Elster has over 16 years working in various areas of higher education facilities and is passionate about efficiency and
employee development. His current projects include employee and leadership initiatives for front line and supervisory staff. Sean
has been a key member in the creation of an effective work loading program currently in use at Michigan State University.

John Walker

John Walker founded Salt Lake City based ManageMen, Inc in 1985. He has over 40 years of experience as an advisor,
consultant, author, and educator. John has conducted hundreds of
classes and workshops on facility cleaning issues for companies, professional associations, Department of Homeland Security, and
contracting service organizations.
John taught Facility Environmental Service classes internationally at both the University of Manitoba and Brigham Young
University. He represented the United States at the Pan Pacific Conference on Cleaning and Maintenance in Kuala, Lumpur and
FENESCO cleaning conference in Bogota, Columbia.
John has instructed worksite seminars for The Boeing Company, USPS, Clark County School District, The School District of
Philadelphia, The University of Texas at Austin, University of Massachusetts-Amherst, University of Michigan, Sodexho, Wake
Forest University, The Ohio State University, San Francisco International Airport, NISH-Ability One, ISSA, University of New
Mexico, Sandia National Labs, APPA, The Provo City School District, Yale University and many more.
John is the author of the Simplified Series trainer books including, “Floor Care Simplified for Cleaning Organizations.” His
ISSA publication “ISSA’s Official 548 Cleaning Times” has been called “a must-use reference” for people workloading or managing
cleaning organizations. In 2015 he published “Train the Trainer: Study Guide for the (OS1) Trainer Certificate Program.”
John Walker has been an innovator and pioneer in numerous successful undertakings including…
• Founded ManageMen®, Inc.
• Founded Janitor University®
• Authored the “Janitor University Philosophy of Cleaning”
• Created ISSA’s EZ Trainer series for janitorial operations
• Authored the “Official ISSA Cleaning Times” series
• Invented (OS1)® Cleaning Process
• Developed Cleaning Specialists “Scouting Reports”
• Wrote the “Cleaning Specialists Playbook” series
• Invented the (OS1) Passport Certification program
• Is the winner of eight TELLY awards for video media production excellence
• With his wife/business partner Renae and John were the first recipients of the prestigious Pinnacle Award for Lifetime
Achievement in the Cleaning Industry by the Simon Institute
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